Both the existence and the cause of protection, by nonpenetrating solutes such as sugars, against freezing injury to plant cells have been alternatively and repeatedly proclaimed and questioned for some time. Since theories of the mechanism of frost injury have been both rejected (8) and proposed (2, 3) on the basis of this protection, it is of fundamental importance to understand the reasons for the disagreements and to find out whether the protective effect is real or an artifact.
Both the existence and the cause of protection, by nonpenetrating solutes such as sugars, against freezing injury to plant cells have been alternatively and repeatedly proclaimed and questioned for some time.
Since theories of the mechanism of frost injury have been both rejected (8) and proposed (2, 3) on the basis of this protection, it is of fundamental importance to understand the reasons for the disagreements and to find out whether the protective effect is real or an artifact.
The question may conceivably be answered on the basis of the SH = SS hypothesis of frost resistance (5) . According to this concept, injury is due to intermolecular protein SS bonds that arise during freezing, and resistance is due to the prevention of such bond formation. It could be suggested that surface proteins are involved and that the sugar protects their SH bonds. If this is true, the effect of such solutions should be duplicated by substances that prevent SS formation, and opposed by those that induce SS formation. The purpose of the following investigation was to test this hypothesis.
Materials and Methods
The anthocyanin-containing epidermal cells of the midrib of Rhoeo discolor and red cabbage were used. All experiments were repeated 3 to 10 times. To be certain of survival, besides observing for color retention, the cells were plasmolyzed and deplasmolyzed, and their cell sap concentration was checked before and after freezing by the incipient plasmolysis method (6), using CaC12 as the plasmolyte.
Sections were rinsed in water, blotted, and placed on a cover slip in a few drops of the liquid to be tested. The cover slips were placed in petri plates and transferred to a freezing chamber at -1 to -2°. After allowing 1 hour for equilibrium to be reached, the sections in water were inoculated with snow to insure freezing. The temperature was then dropped to -2 to -3°and after another hour the sections in the solutions were inoculated with snow. The temperature was then lowered to -5°and after 2 hours the first set of sections were removed to a cold room at +3°to thaw. After 1 hour they were examined. In the meanwhile, the freezing chamber was cooled to Turkey.
-100 and left for 2 hours before the next set were removed. The last temperature was -15°and this was maintained for more than 2 hours, and thawing was permitted to take place in the freezing chamber. The (12) . Sections frozen at -100 and transferred to 2 M sucrose at the same temperature before thawing, retained their color, and were strongly plasmolyzed. But on transfer to 0.5 M sucrose they all burst during deplasmolysis (table 3) .
Possible protection by GSH was tested by freezing the sections in 0.1 M solutions. These solutions were found to be toxic and to have a pH of about 2.5. When neutralized to pH 6.4 to 6.8 by addition of M 409 Ilj in's protection against drought. Though no experiments were performed in this investigation on protection against drought, Ilj in's positive and Oppenheimer and Jacoby's (9) negative results need to be considered, since if there is no protection against dehydration injury due to drought, it would be difficult to conceive of protection against dehydration injury due to frost.
Maximov obtained positive results and did nearly all his experiments with the potentially hardy red cabbage, and only a few with the tender Rhoeo. In contrast, Oppenheimer and Jacoby obtained negative results and did most of their experiments with the tender Rhoeo and red beet. Although they mention red cabbage, they give no data with it. The conclusion seems to be that if the 2 groups of plants are investigated thoroughly, Rhoeo discolor will prove to be unprotected by solutions against either freezing or drought injury, and red cabbage will prove to be protected against both.
The apparent but incomplete protection by solutions applied just before thawing is readily explained by the SH -SS theory. If the intermolecular SS bonds form between the protein molecules during freezing, the transfer to the strongly hypertonic solution will retain the cells in this as yet undamaged state. But this is only a temporary postponement of death. On deplasmolysis, the attached protein molecules are pushed apart, leading to unfolding or denaturation and death. That this injury occurs during the very early stages of expansion is shown in 2 ways: A) thawing in 0.5 M sucrose failed to give any protection, B) the cells thawed in 2 m sucrose and then transferred to 0.5 ii sucrose all contained coagulated protoplasts plasmolyzed to less than half the cell-wall volume.
The mechanism by means of which nonpenetrating solutions protect against frost injury is still unexplained. On the basis of the SH = SS hypothesis of frost injury, the sugar solutions could conceivably protect the cells if this SS formation on freezing were SinIce protection is connected with plasmiiolysis during freezilng, it was conclude(d that it cannot be explained by a surface effect but must protect the internal cytoplasmic proteins.
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